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Preamble  

 

 

This paper is intended to explain how law can serve as a means to an end and a successful one at that. Apart 

from presenting the reader with a cursory view of the law regulating ship registration in Malta, the authors have 

also strived to illustrate how the law assisted in making the Maltese merchant fleet a force to be reckoned with. 

The paper has been written with the purpose of presenting an overview of this success. Indeed, the focus of this 

paper is to illustrate this success by demonstrating the intimate nexus between the law and its practical 

application within a commercial environment, which sees legal professionals working in tandem with their 

clients and the relevant industry.  

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

 

It is fair to say that owing to its strategically placed geographic position and its natural harbours, Malta 

has always found itself at the heart of the Mediterranean’s commercial activity. Providing a point of 

convergence for trade between the European and African continents, Malta has developed a strong maritime 

tradition which has seen it evolve into an international centre for the maritime and shipping industries. Indeed, 

Malta’s maritime legacy continues up till this very day, with the island boasting a reputation as one of the 

world’s most reliable and effective centres for maritime services.
1
 

Today, not only does Malta host a number of international institutions, inclusive of the International 

Maritime Law Institute, the International Ocean Institute and the Regional Marine Pollution Emergency 

Response Centre for the Mediterranean Sea, but it also continues to strive to consolidate its position as one of 

the leading players in the highly competitive environment of the global shipping industry. For this reason Malta 

attempts to offer a holistic complement of diversified international maritime services including ship registration 

services, bunkering, ship repair, cargo operations, transhipment and yachting. Indeed, Malta has also managed 

to ‘reinforce its position as a cruise port’.
2
 

In a world where there are an increasing number of available flags for ship registration,
3
 however, Malta 

has also sought to become one of the globe’s largest ship registries.
4
  

The importance of the right of shipowners to register their ships and fly the flag of the State where the 

ship is registered should not be underestimated. First and foremost, it is a fundamental corollary to the freedom 

of ships to roam the high seas. This is because ship registration allows for the regulation of vessels ‘via’ the laws 

of the flag State when the vessel is on the high seas and, thus, prevents lawlessness and anarchy. Secondly, ship 

registration vests the vessel with the national character of the flag State to which it belongs. Indeed, it is often 
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the registration of a vessel within the registry of a particular State which allows for the creation of a genuine link 

between the vessel and the State; thus vesting the vessel with national character.
5
 

Where vessels are registered largely depends on the rules and regulations which a particular State decides 

to impose upon vessels as requisites for registration. In fact, the conditions for the entry of vessels into a States’ 

register could ultimately be viewed as the pre-conditions for the attribution of such State’s nationality to such 

vessel, the hoisting of its flag and the issue of documents attesting its nationality.
6
 

Registration of vessels also serves a number of both public and private law functions inclusive of 

publicity, the right to engage in certain activities within the territorial waters of the flag state, the protection of 

the title of the registered owner and the protection of title and preservation of any ranking of priorities between 

persons holding securities over the ship.
7
 

Following the birth of the Malta Flag with the enactment of the Merchant Shipping Act in 1973,
8
 Malta 

began a process which today sees it sitting in a position which belies its size. This is because Malta now boasts 

the largest maritime registry in the European Union and has established itself as a leading flag administration 

State.
9
  

There is no doubt, that this success has been achieved as a result of Malta’s deep rooted traditions with 

the ocean, hands on expertise and a solid set of values. There is equally little doubt, however, that this success is 

also largely owed to Malta’s enactment of a robust regulatory structure, one which has laid strong legislative 

foundations on the basis of which Malta’s success in the sector has been built. In a nutshell, Malta has managed 

to bring together – thanks to its laws – many of the factors which attract the industry.  

Indeed, when it comes to shipowners searching the global playing field for potential flags, there are a 

number of choices which are available. Shipowners may, for example, wish to make use of a flag with which 

they have national or economic ties, as was the case for the so-called traditional registries. In the alternative, 

however, one may choose to register one’s vessel within an open or international register.  

Incidentally, it should be noted that whilst open registries were traditionally perceived as sub-standard 

flags of convenience, the wealth of international conventions which are in force and adhered to by such registers 

today means that the validity of such perception is now questionable.
10

 Indeed, it is traditionally open registries 

which have been those associated with some of the worst and most notorious maritime disasters, the Torrey 

Canyon 1967, the Exxon Valdez 1989 and the Sea Empress 1996 being some of the most noteworthy. This being 

said, commentators today are of the view that ‘much of the criticism of against international registers on safety 

grounds is unjustified’. In fact, various factors, such as the fact that most vessels registered in such registries are 

owned and operated by some of the world’s largest multinational undertakings, mean that this is one traditional 

prejudice which is no longer ‘based in objective analysis’.
11

 

Either way, the point is that there will be a number of factors which will undoubtedly play no small part 

in influencing a shipowner’s choice of flag. These include economic factors, operating costs, political factors 

and miscellaneous factors inclusive of technical expertise and the ability to repair anywhere in the world without 

being bound to national shipyards.
12 

Similarly, shipowners will be on the lookout as to which vessels are eligible 

for registration within a particular register, whether there are any requirements as to ownership, what manning 

and certification requirements are in force as well as whether the flag is plagued with labour troubles or enjoys 

Government stability. Additionally, however, a shipowner will also want to look out for a flag which is both 

accessible and enjoys a good reputation.
13

 

It is precisely sensitivity to the aforementioned factors and its ability to take them on board, both 

legislatively as well as practically, that has placed Malta on the world map when it comes to the maritime and 

shipping industries.  

Other than this, however, one must also bear in mind that Malta’s membership with the European Union 

and its placement on the Paris Memorandum of Understanding White List also means that it benefits from all 

associated advantages
14

 – such as the reduced frequency with which Maltese vessels are subjected to port state 
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inspections.
15

 Malta has also bolstered its regulatory framework by ratifying and adopting, transposing or 

incorporating within its legislative corpus all major international maritime conventions.
16

  

 

 

2. Robust, User Friendly Legislation  
 

 

The enactment of the proper legislative instruments has been fundamental to making of Malta a hub of 

maritime services and ship registration. Malta has looked towards the Common law legislative legacy,
17

 itself 

the result of strong maritime traditions and likewise towards the various regional and international conventions, 

in order to be able to draft into our statute book the proper tools for this success. The policy decision taken by 

Malta to adhere to all major maritime conventions ensures that it remains an attractive flag to the international 

maritime industry. 

In seeking to enact the appropriate legislative framework it was understood by the Maltese legislator that 

legislation had to be mindful of the realistic needs of the industry. In a hyper competitive sector, where millions 

of monies are transacted across the globe on a daily basis and where multiple factors continuously come into 

play to create a very dynamic and fluid environment, it was evident that legislation had to be user-friendly, cater 

for the commercial need of the industry and provide a tool which helps, rather than hinders, the stake holders. 

The aim, therefore, was for legislation to provide clear, simple and swift procedures and regulations, and not to 

create unnecessary obstacles or burdensome bureaucracy. 

It is for this reason that local procedures for the registration of a vessel, for example, are relatively 

straightforward.
18

 It is precisely because Malta wished to attract vessels to the jurisdiction and with them all the 

economic activity that inevitably follows, that our law was drafted so as to prescribe flexible procedures. The 

same could be said for the deletion of a vessel from the registry
19

 or the discharge of a mortgage.
20

 Such 

procedures should, and do, not operate as a barrier to entry, but rather as an additional advantage offered by the 

Maltese flag. 

Every State has ultimate discretion in prescribing the conditions for registration, with the validity of any 

such registration being solely within the remit of such State.
21

 For this reason, Malta, like every other flag State, 

has determined which categories of vessels it will accept to register. This is fundamental due to the fact that the 

determination of a vessel as an internationally ‘registrable’ asset has crucial legal consequences. These include 

the determination of the applicable peremptory or prescriptive periods, whether the object is subject to 

arrestment for the securing of a claim, the imposition of international safety requirements and the limitation of 

liability in respect of things such as the causing of damage to property or pollution.
22

 

On a practical level, the flexibility of procedure adopted by Malta when it came to prescribing the 

legislative conditions and standards for registration has permeated throughout the corpus of applicable laws. It is 

in evidence, for example, in the fact that the law enables ownership of a vessel to be proven, by means of a 

declaration, in the process of its being registered in Malta. This is a feature which saves both time and costs. 

Similarly one is not initially required, upon registration, to submit evidence that the vessel has been taken off 

any registry where it might have been previously registered. Of course, such allowances are only provisional 
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and more concrete evidence will be required at a later stage. Indeed, both a Bill of Sale and a Deletion 

Certificate
23

 from the previous registry will subsequently need to be produced to the Registrar. Nonetheless, this 

approach enables individuals to register their vessel within the Maltese registry without having to wait for the 

relevant paperwork and bureaucratic procedures.
24

 One can understand this advantage better when one 

remembers that the shipping and maritime industries are industries which operate almost exclusively on an 

international dimension, and hence such transactions often involve several entities and administrative bodies 

from different States. 

Another clearly useful legal mechanism that Maltese law offers shipbuilders or owners of vessels is the 

possibility to register various forms of ‘vessels’, from super yachts to barges, or even vessels still under 

construction.
25

 The latter refers to vessels that are still in the process of being constructed or equipped. The 

registration of ships under construction offers a number of advantages to shipowners and operators,
26

 including 

the suspension of various legal requirements ordinarily relating to registration, until such time the construction 

is completed or delivery of the vessel made.
27

  

Indeed, the possibility of registering vessels under construction is a seriously underutilised mechanism 

and something practitioners should take up and promote with their clients. This observation is particularly 

pertinent locally in light of the fact that not all open registries provide for such a possibility. 

The flexibility of procedures and the industry sensitive approach which has been taken by the legislator 

when it comes to regulating the sector may also be seen in the fact that there are no specific regulations 

delineating the nationality of the master, officers and crew members serving on Maltese vessels.
28

 

This being said, one should not confuse the legislative intent to provide for a comfortable legislative 

environment with the somewhat less scrutinous approach characteristic of less reputable flags of convenience. 

The Maltese legislation in force today, in fact, means that the Maltese flag is recognized and respected as a 

serious flag having regard for a wide variety of regulations ranging from technical management and seafarer’s 

rights to matters concerning the environment and maritime pollution.
29

 Even if one looks towards the necessary 

requirements for the operation of a vessel one notes that this depends on, a priori, conformity of the vessel with 

all relative manning, safety and pollution prevention standards and certification.
30

 Indeed,  

flag authorities have, necessarily to strike a balance between the requirements of the international 

conventions and the exigencies of the market. The overriding consideration remains safety of life 

at sea.
31

 

 

The success of the balance which has been struck between serious regulation and an industry friendly 

approach has also been helped by the delegation of authority by the Administration to a network of consuls and 

classification societies, both of which are in a position to offer owners of vessels an integrated system of cross 

border services.
32

 Indeed, a ship may only operate under a Maltese flag if it carries all the requisite certificates 

as prescribed at law, commonly referred to as the ship ‘trading certificates’ or ‘ship’s papers’.
33

 Such 

certificates, inclusive of survey, tonnage and convention certificates, may be issued on behalf of the 

Administration by recognized organizations such as the American Bureau of Shipping, Lloyd’s Register of 

Shipping, the Registro Italiano Navale and the China Classification Society, amongst others. 
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Moreover, when considering the factors which have contributed to the status quo one must also keep in 

mind that the relative small size of the country means that interested parties are in a position to communicate 

directly with decision and policy makers.
34

  

 

3. The Malta Register of Ships: Attractions  
 

 

Although Malta’s relationship with the vessel stretches far back to the time when pre-historic men first 

travelled to and from the island via a set of uneven logs loosely strung together, the Maltese shipping register 

was only formally established some forty years ago.  

This being said in this short span of time Malta has capitalized on the number of factors which have 

contributed to the current success enjoyed by our tiny island in this sector. The number of high-end vessels 

which are seeking to be registered within the Maltese register is constantly on the increase. It is important to 

stress, however, that Malta’s approach towards its shipping register is one where the quality of the registered 

vessels is prioritised over their quantity. It is in part for this reason that younger ships often benefit from reduced 

registration fees and tonnage tax.
35

 In fact, as a rule, trading ships of over twenty-five years and over are not 

normally registered.
36

 Ships between twenty and twenty-five years old, on the other hand, ‘must pass an 

inspection by a flag State inspector prior to being provisionally registered’.
37

 

Some of the advantages and features of the Maltese shipping register include the fact that vessels may be 

registered in the name of legally incorporated bodies irrespective of the latter’s nationality.
38

 This is very much 

unlike a number of flag states which have traditionally placed restrictions on the ownership of vessels to persons 

who are either national, domiciled or legally incorporated of or in the flag state. Indeed, the traditional maritime 

nations such as the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands have all sought to place limitations on the 

ownership of vessels which are eligible for registration. This was often done in order to attempt to guarantee a 

closer link between the vessel and the flag state. In this regard one may refer to the UK Navigation Acts as 

enacted in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as well as the French equivalent.
39

 

However, the absence of nationality restrictions is not the only advantage offered by the Maltese Flag. In 

fact, the Maltese flag’s long maritime tradition, the lack of legal or administrative restrictions on the nationality 

of master, officers and crew,
40

 the industry friendly approach – with services available on a twenty four hour 

basis seven days a week, Malta’s repute and active participation in related international fora as well as a vast 

spectrum of primary and supportive services.
41

 

This said, there are various other features which make the Maltese shipping register attractive to the 

industry. Ship owners and operators recognize that a Maltese vessel will not be subject to trading restrictions, 

that they enjoy preferential treatment in certain ports,
42

 that registry requirements are recognized and known to 

the main international shipyards and classification societies and that there are various tax exemptions
43

 which 

help to conserve hard earned profits. When these advantages are coupled with reasonable registration and 

incorporation costs and time frames the Maltese flag is bound to thrive.
44

 

4. Procedure for Registration  

 

 

Additionally, the procedure for the registration of vessels in Malta is a relatively user-friendly process 

which aims at a swift transaction whilst securing a safe vessel.
45

 The application for the registration of a vessel 

must be made by the ship owner or an authorized representative and must be accompanied by proof that such 

person, be it physical or moral, qualifies to own a Maltese vessel. The procedure also entails submission of 

various certifications, such as a copy of the vessel’s International Tonnage Certificate, compliance certificates, 

company statutory certificates, Minimum Safe Manning Certificates, as well as the making of a declaration of 
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ownership before the Registrar.
46

 Evidence of seaworthiness is also necessary
47

 and is a direct result of the 

Malta shipping register’s desire to ensure that it only boasts safe vessels within its ranks.
48

 

The procedure for the registration of a vessel largely consists in a provisional registration stage, wherein 

a set number of documents and certificates must be submitted and a subsequent stage when the owner must 

submit all prescribed documentation and certification within the time limits set at law. Once this is done, a 

permanent Certificate of Registry is issued. Such Certificate evidences both the ownership and nationality of the 

ship.
49

 The Certificate of Registry also indicates Valletta as the home port of every vessel registered under the 

Merchant Shipping Act.
50

 This certificate, however, is subject to renewal on a yearly basis upon payment of the 

annual registration fee.
51

 

It is notable that when registering a vessel there is also the opportunity to re-christen it and register it 

under a different name. Indeed, this may be done immediately upon the application for the provisional 

registration of the ship.  

When it comes to matters of ownership and eligibility for registration, the Merchant Shipping Act 

provides, under article 4, that a vessel must be owned by one of the prescribed qualified persons. These 

primarily include citizens of Malta and bodies corporate established under and subject to the laws of Malta 

having their principal place of business in Malta. Alternatively, ‘a ship owner may opt for international 

ownership of a Malta-flagged vessel’ through the appointment, in writing, of a Resident Agent who is habitually 

resident in Malta.
52

 

Registration of vessels
53

 is a serious matter for any nation tantamount to an act of state, given that once a 

vessel is registered under a particular flag, such as that of Malta, the flag State enters into an international 

obligation to ensure compliance of its vessels with all international rules and standards. The Flag State is under a 

legal duty to ensure that the ships that fly its flag carry all trading certificates. The Flag State is also obliged to 

inspect its vessels for compliance and conformity.
54

   

 

 

5. Bareboat Charter Registration 

 

 

Having considered the basics of ordinary registration, of particular note is that Maltese law also allows 

for bareboat charter registration of foreign vessels as well as for the bareboat charter registration of Maltese 

vessels under a foreign flag. Bareboat charter registration is, in brief, a system in virtue of which a vessel which 

is registered under one flag is allowed to fly the flag of another State for a determinate period of time.
55

  

Indeed, the bareboat charter is often described as arising where a charterer is tasked with providing cargo 

and crew whilst the shipowner merely the vessel in such way that it is the charterer who takes full responsibility 

for the operation of the vessel and related expenses.
56

 

Bareboat charter generally involves relationships where 

the legal owner [of the vessel] gives the charterer sufficient of the rights of possession and control 

which enable the transaction to be regarded as letting – a lease or demise in real property terms.
57

  

 

Such charter agreements are transacted for a number of reasons, varying from savings on crew costs to 

taking advantage of any subsidies or cargo reservations which may be prevalent within a particular flag state at a 

particular point in time.
58

 

When it comes to bareboat charter registration in Malta the principle is to have both registries acting 

abreast of each other in a compatible fashion. In practice this means that matters relating to title over the ship, 

mortgages and the like are governed by the normal register whilst matters relating to the operation of the vessel 

are subject to the jurisdiction of the bareboat charter registry.
59
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Vessels which are registered as bareboat charter vessels in Malta are considered to have equivalent rights 

and obligations as vessels which are registered within the normal register. Moreover, whilst registration of such 

bareboat charter vessels may be extended, the initial registration period is never in excess of two years.
60

 

Whilst the procedure for the registration of bareboat charter vessels is similar to that for the registration 

of ordinary registrations, there are some differences. These include the application for registration by the 

charterer as opposed to the owner and the making of a declaration of bareboat charter accompanied by the 

charter agreement.
61

 Registration fees and annual tonnage tax, however, apply just like in the case of the 

ordinary registry.
62

 

 

 

6. Yacht Registration  

 

 

Another category of vessels which may be registered within the Maltese registry is that relating to 

commercial yachts. These are yachts which are used for commercial purposes but which do not carry cargo and 

do not carry more than twelve passengers.
63

  

In this regard, one may see the provisions of the Merchant Shipping (Certification of Commercial Yachts 

and Commercial Cruising Vessels) Regulations,
64

 which provide that all yachts must operate with full 

compliance to ‘the Safety and Load Line Conventions, or with the regulations applicable in the place where the 

ship is operating, or with the Code of Practice’.
65

 

Indeed, Commercial yachts flying the Malta Flag are regulated under the relatively recently launched 

Commercial Yacht Code.
66

 This Code is intended to regulate yachts carrying up to twelve passengers and being 

yachts not exceeding a gross tonnage of three thousand. The Code caters for and regulates exclusively this 

particular category of vessels. In doing this, the Code takes into consideration the particular design, operation 

and safety requirements of such yachts whilst at the same time having regard for the international regulatory 

framework.  

When it comes to this category of registration therefore, Malta is very ‘well placed to welcome many more 

yachts and superyachts’.
67

 If we manage to invest our resources in top of the range facilities, communications 

and connections and if we continue to involve all stakeholders in the industry, Malta will undoubtedly continue 

to increase its international presence in the superyacht community.  

One cannot fail to mention, however, that this area of law is highly volatile and currently very much in 

the limelight on account of the notorious abuses which have been highlighted in various cases, foremost 

amongst which is the Bacino case.
68

 

Apart from commercial yachts, however, Maltese law also permits the registration of pleasure yachts. In 

fact, the attractive tax treatment applicable to pleasure yachts, has meant that a number of yacht owners have 

decided to register their yachts in Malta.
69

 Indeed,  

in this respect Malta offers a very interesting VAT leasing structure through which VAT is paid 

on the perceived use of the yacht in EU territorial waters. This presents owners with substantial 

benefits and offers them the opportunity of obtaining a VAT paid certificate at the end of the 

structure.
70
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7. The Shipping Company  

 

 

Modern maritime practice and commercial custom often sees vessels owned by purposely incorporated 

companies.
71

 This is done for obvious reasons ranging from the protection offered by the corporate veil to the 

selection for incorporation in a jurisdiction which offers significant fiscal and corporate benefits. Maltese law 

offers shipowners a variety of corporate vehicles, from limited liability companies to trusts or foundations, 

which may be used to own and/or operate a vessel.
72

  

Special legislation intended to cater specifically for shipping vehicle was introduced by means of special 

Regulations in 2004.
73

 These Regulations allow for the setting up of a ‘Shipping Organisation’; an entity which 

is based on the traditional concepts found in the Companies Act
74

 but which operates ‘with simplified and less 

onerous requirements’.
75

 Moreover, there are no nationality requirements as to shareholders and directors. 

The laws regulating the winding up of companies have also been purposely crafted when it comes to 

Maltese shipping companies. Under the latter regulations,
76

 for example, a Court may order the winding up of a 

company which owns a Maltese vessel on such company becoming insolvent.
77

 This being said, our law 

provides that if the vessel is the sole asset of the company and such vessel is subject to a registered mortgage or 

other maritime claim, with any outstanding sums due under the mortgage or claim exceeding the value of the 

ship, the Court shall not order the winding up of the company owning the vessel until it is satisfied that there are 

excess funds deriving to the company in Malta in relation to which the winding up order may be ordered.
78

 This 

of course means that the Court may only proceed with the procedure for winding up after the handing down of 

any judgements in relation to any mortgage or maritime claim against the relative vessel. Moreover, it is only if 

there are surplus funds following the payment of the mortgage or maritime claim that any other debts are 

satisfied in the ordinary course of winding up.
79

  

 

 

8. The Legal Regime Regulating Tonnage Tax 

 

 

There can be little doubt in any one’s mind that when it comes to identifying a potential flag 

administration within which to register one’s vessel or one’s fleet, fiscal considerations come to play no small 

particle This is something which has, of course, been widely recognised: even within the European Union.
80

 

In fact, the EU Competition Commissioner Joaquin Almunia has stated that 

The European Union needs a maritime sector that is competitive at international level and hence 

allows, for that purpose, favourable taxation based on tonnage to prevent companies from 

relocating.
81

 

 

Indeed, ‘the 1997 EU Guidelines identify fiscal costs (corporate taxation and wage related liabilities in 

respect of seafarers) as being the critical factor affecting the competitiveness of flag states’.
82

 For this reason 

various measures have been taken in order to attract a greater fleet into the EU. Foremost amongst these 

measures has been the ability of Member States to do away with the traditional methods of taxation and 

introduce a system where the tax paid is dependant on the tonnage of a vessel or fleet belonging to a particular 

shipowner, that is, tonnage tax. 

The success of this approach, adopted in some form or other by Greece, the Netherlands, Norway, 

Germany, the UK, Finland, Spain and Ireland amongst others, has meant that the EU consolidated earlier 
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measures by introducing the 2004 Guidelines on State Aid to Maritime Transport.
83

 The latter has permitted for 

the payment of lower social security contributions and income tax for EU seafarers on board EU registered 

vessels.
84

 

With this in mind, therefore, it should come as no surprise that Maltese tax legislation
85

 has also 

contributed to the growth enjoyed by the Maltese flag. This is because cargo and passenger ships trading 

internationally freely benefit from the tonnage tax regime.
86

 This regime is based on the EU’s Community 

Guidelines referred to above and dictates that all ships falling within the scope of this regime will be liable to 

pay a tonnage tax whilst being eligible for exemptions from other tax regimes – such as income tax.
87

  

Legal Notice 83 of 2010 extended the tonnage tax regime to Maltese companies (and other legal persons) 

that own ships that are not registered in Malta.
88

 Maltese Law and the Guidelines on which our law is based do 

not extend the tonnage tax regime to shipping activities that do not consist of carriage of cargo or passengers 

internationally. This will effectively mean that fishing vessels, oil rigs or non-commercial leisure yachts are not 

eligible for the tonnage tax benefits under the existing legislation. 

The thorny question here is whether special, ‘service’ ships, such as cable layers, qualify under the 

tonnage tax regime. The European Commission’s decision in the Danish case
89

 is interesting because in that 

case the Commission accepted the argument that in practice there is no difference between ‘service’ and 

‘transport’ activities, all being commercial shipping activities, thereby making service ships (e.g. cable-layers) 

eligible for state aid under the Guidelines.
90

 

The Maltese position is currently being reviewed by the European Commission
91

 and the outcome is 

eagerly awaited by the shipping Community in Europe given that the Commission’s findings will have a 

rebounding effect on the sector in the whole of the EU.
92

  

 

 

 

 

 

9. Mortgages  

 

 

Of note is also the fact that the Merchant Shipping Act presents to financiers the required comfort when 

it comes to financing undertakings wishing to operate within the Maltese maritime and shipping industries. This 

comfort is achieved ‘via’ the security offered by the registration of a mortgage. Indeed the Act is effective in 

ensuring that the mortgage security over a vessel is well protected and can be enforced efficiently and 

effectively in case of default on loans. 

One remembers that article 37A of the Merchant Shippinng Act provides; 

Ships and other vessels constitute a particular class of moveables whereby they form separate and 

distinct assets within the estate of their owners for the security of actions and claims to which the 

vessel is subject. In case of bankruptcy of the owner of a ship, all actions and claims, to which the 

ship may be subject, shall have preference, on the said ship, over all other debts of the estate. 
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The mortgage as regulated by Maltese law has proven time and again to be a very effective tool in the 

hands of banks and other financiers. The Courts have had no hesitation in applying the full brunt of the law 

against defaulting mortgagors.
93

 Whilst the mortgage security was imported from the Common Law and 

likewise, does not find a precise definition under our law,
94

 it may be described as a strong security which 

supports the performance of an obligation – whether ‘di fare’ or ‘di dare’. Mortgages may even be used to 

secure future obligations!
95

 

Our law, at article 47 of the Merchant Shipping Act, states that if a mortgage is to have effect against 

third parties it must be registered in accordance with the provisions of the same Act. Such registration also 

enables the prioritisation of the mortgagor’s rights from the date and time of registration.
96

 Of course, this means 

that where there is more than one mortgage on a ship the principle of ‘prior in tempore potior in iure’ is to 

apply.
97

 

The reason why this relatively alien security concept has been so effective in furthering the shipping and 

maritime industries is because it grants creditors a number of powers and remedies which they may make use of 

in case of default. Amongst the remedies available to the mortgagee, article 42 of the Act provides that in the 

case of default the mortgagee may take back possession of the vessel, sell it, and do anything required for the 

preservation of the status and validity of the ship’s registration.
98

 When one couples these advantages with the 

fact that a registered mortgage is considered an executive title at Maltese law,
99

 one understands the importance 

of this imported security instrument. 

The bottom line is that financiers, are happy to grant finance to their ship-owning clients when their 

vessels are registered in Malta. This is because financiers are perfectly aware of Malta’s creditor friendly 

legislation and the effective remedies available to them as a matter of Maltese law. Were Malta not to benefit 

from such financier confidence (as sourced and secured by our legislation), the shipping and maritime industries 

would not be what they are today.  

 

 

10. Legal and Professional Services  

 

 

The growth of the Maltese merchant shipping register has, however, not only meant profits for the direct 

stakeholders alone, but also for a host of peripheral and supporting industries or sectors which have managed to 

capitalize on the boom.
100

 The legal profession is no exception. 

With a register which continues to attract quality vessels, the need for legal expertise in the maritime 

sector led to the proliferation of a host of legal professionals specializing in the maritime and shipping fields. 

The reality today is that Malta boasts a number of reputable advocates, law firms and other professionals whose 

practice has grown around this sector, whether supporting owners seeking registration of vessels, banks seeking 

financial advice or creditors seeking remedies against ships in debt.  

The network of legal expertise is not only capable of offering the necessary services to register vessels 

and incorporate the companies owning such vessels in such a way as to contribute to the success of the sector 

and the economy, but is also fundamental in carrying out the necessary ongoing maintenance ensuring that the 

vessels’ status remains in order and in conformity with the legal requirements of Maltese law. By renewing 

registrations, making amendments to the register, acting as mandatories for the shipowners in all local matters as 

well as providing a host of follow up services, the legal profession is guaranteed a continuous work load from 

the sector.  

 

 

11. Ship Management  
 

 

This being said, we must not satisfy ourselves with the success of the professional services outlined 

above and which have grown and evolved abreast of the shipping and maritime industries. The work which has 
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been put in so far will be lost if we are unable to continue to develop the services which we offer. In such a 

competitive environment, with States struggling for the top positions when it comes to ship registration and flag 

administration, we must be able to offer incentives and advantages which rival, if not better, those offered by 

other flags. The setting up of an accredited and internationally recognised maritime academy, for example, is 

only one of the innumerable steps which can be taken to continue to consolidate Malta’s position in the 

international maritime and shipping theatre.
101

 

The idea now is to extend the sector to more technical aspects of the industry, such as technical 

management and crewing.
102

 In fact, it is true to say that ‘the time is ripe for ship management activities to 

become the next growth area for this industry’.
103

 

Ship management is an activity which relates to technical and/or crew management as well as other 

forms of services (inclusive of services ranging from maintenance engineering to contract negotiations and 

inventory control). As Branch puts it,  

the basic aim of the ship management service is to provide the owner, for a management fee, with 

vessels attaining quality service standards at a reasonable competitive cost.
104

  

 

Indeed, ‘ship management companies are now becoming more common’
105

 as they provide ‘the ideal 

method for ensuring that the daily operation and maintenance of the vessels are correctly superintended rather 

than indulging in the expense of setting up their own operations department’.
106

 In light of this, therefore, it is 

submitted that Malta place itself in a position to exploit and make full use of this increasingly emergent market. 

Ultimately,  

our country’s legal and fiscal framework relating to ship management activities already provides 

an attractive proposition for such activities, bringing Malta on a level playing field with other 

traditional European ship management jurisdictions.
107

 

 

 

12. Conclusion  

 

 

Natural and human resources, history, expertise, skills and values have all played their part in turning our 

small archipelago into an epicentre for maritime excellence and a point of convergence for the shipping 

industry. As this article demonstrates, however, there can be little debate on the fact that having a sound 

legislative framework has also been fundamental. 

Our laws, supplemented, guided and influenced by international and regional frameworks, policies and 

legislative instruments, are the tools with which Malta has been able to carve for itself a strong reputation which 

punches far above its weight. Moreover;  

Government pledges to continue creating a favourable environment to attract foreign ship 

managers to conduct their operation from within a Maltese company structure while complying 

with international and EU standards and regulations to ensure the provision of services of the 

highest quality for clients.
108

 

 

In conclusion, however, it is the legislative foundations which we built and maintain that enable us to 

enjoy international recognition as a quality flag and to offer a top class product whilst remaining economically 

attractive. Together with an excellently run Flag Administration,
109

 it is our laws, our Acts and our Regulations 

which have attracted the shipping and maritime industries, it is they which enable these industries to function 

profitably in our jurisdiction and it is they that continue to enable us to adapt to an ever fluid international 

scenario rapt with untiring competitors.
110
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